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GDN Export PVT LTD., a 100% export-oriented knitted 
garments manufacturing company, was established in the 
year of 2015 by Mr.Nataraj ,which located in Tirupur [ 
Knitwear hub of India , Tamilnadu ]  and now professionally 
driven by his son Mr.Gowri Shankar.

During its journey over the last 5 Years, GDN has achieved remarkable evolution and is now one of the major manufacturer and 
exporter of ready-made garments in Tirupur ( India ). When it comes to ready-made garments, GDN is a “cut above the rest”. Being a 
fully-integrated vertical composite unit, from fabric to the finished garment, GDN prides itself in offering to its customers a one-stop 
solution to all garments demands. We are a technology driven company that strives to constantly improve its production processes, 
while closely preserving our commitment towards highest quality and guaranteed customer satisfaction.

Privately owned and family operated for more than 5 Years, we take immense pride in our dedicated team and the high quality of 

textiles and garments that we manufacture and export to different parts of the world. We, as a garment manufacturer, are gradually 

earning the reputation of an emerging global market, and we are honored to contribute to this universal success.

Managing Director
Mr.Gowri Shankar

To become the benchmark manufacturing company for the 
textiles and garments industry providing world-class 
products through the integrity, teamwork and creativity of our 
people driven by our constant commitment to outstanding 
overall customer satisfaction.

To deliver high-quality products and exceptional services to 
our customers by harmoniously blending safety, quality and 
efficiency while diligently maintaining our integrity, honesty 
and dedication towards environmental and social 
responsibilities.

GDN Export is helmed by founding members with a strong management team commanding extensive industry experience. We have 
built our company with the qualified , well experienced and dedicated professional team members to fulfill our customer needs and for 
our sustainable growth. The core team comprises of dynamic individuals with passion and dedication and are instrumental in 
developing the status and profile of the company as a reputable garment exporter.

Our continued success depends on every employee, from back-end to the front office. Due to their relentless pursuit of excellence and 
commitment to high standards, our team has helped translate the Company’s goals into substantial accomplishments over the years. 
Every member of the GDN Export believes strongly in the vision and core values of the company.

We will continue to employ passionate and motivated people that work alongside our clients every step of the way - people that will 
anticipate market changes and overcome all the barriers - to enhance our customer value proposition. Our diverse team enables us to 
add value and provide end-to-end supply chain solutions and global reach for both our existing and potential clients. 

GDN Export is a truly diverse company where talent is combined with experience to drive our business forward.

OUR VISION OUR MISSION

Founder
Mr.Nataraj

OUR CORE TEAM

ABOUT US

We continue to contribute our innovative ideas to the hosiery world through our technical expertise. Our company is loaded with 
high-tech automated machineries that help us handle diverse orders. Our vertically integrated infrastructure with world-class 
machineries holds the all garment manufacturing processes and help us produce premium fabrics and prestigious brands.



Our VNS Spinning division is located in Gobichettipalayam,Erode (Dt) with 

15,800 spindles. Our Spinning mill is well equipped with modern high-tech machineries 

with the latest equipment. High Quality cotton is purchased from the market and the cotton 

goes into various processes for conversion into yarn. We are producing Superior quality 

100% combed & semi combed cotton yarn from counts Ne 20's to Ne 40's. 

Also we are strongly associated with the well reputed spinning mills in Tirupur and across 

all over India to source all kinds hosiery yarns like Cotton, Organic cotton, Cotton/Viscose 

and other blends. 

SPINNING 

We have our Own Compacting unit loaded with latest machines and equipment's and also 

we have been strongly associated with the well reputed Dyeing and Finishing process 

units in Tirupur and across all over India.

Dyeing units are loaded with world class Laboratories , Machines and equipment's like 

Data Color matching ; Soft flow/Air flow dyeing machines ; Balloon padding machines ; 

Stenter machines & Compacting machines. 

DYEING & FINISHING

Our VNS knitting division is located in Tirupur. The state-of-the-art machinery helps in 

achieving superior quality Single jersey fabrics. Also we are strongly associated with the well 

reputed knitting mills in Tirupur to produce all kinds of knitted fabrics like Single jersey, Rib, 

Interlock, Pique, Fleece, Lycra fabrics, Waffle and all Jacquard designs at best quality.

KNITTING 

INFRASTRUCTURE
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We are expert in special fabric �nishing like Mercerizing , Bio , Silicon , Antimicrobial , Wicking , 

Anti-Static and Water repellent treatments.

 We are assuring 100% shade matching and all of our fabrics are meeting the International Quality 

& Testing standards. 

All of our vendor units are meeting the all International Sustainability and Social compliance 

standards ., also have ‘ Zero Liquid Discharge ( ZLD ) facility , which means no liquid from the 

process is discharged to environment. Also comply with the applicable legal, statutory and other 

environmental requirements and certi�ed by the leading buyers in the global market.



PRINTING

EMBROIDERY & VAP

ELASTIC UNIT

Our trendy print designs leave impressive impressions that comply with the ever changing trends and 

needs of the customer. To offer a complete range of print options, we have installed state-of-art 

placement printing machines which facilitate various prints like reactive, discharge, pigment, plastisol, 

high density, flock, photo prints, digital prints, glitters,foil,puff etc.

S-Roque Automatic 3 Nos [ 6 Col - 1 ; 8 Col – 1 ; 12 Col – 1 ]

Manual Machine

Table Machine

Gas Curing Machine

Fusing Machine

Production capacity

1 No [ 10 Col – 1 ]

1 No

1 No

2 No

20,000 pcs/day

We are associated with the well reputed All over Printing units in Tirupur. All of our Vendor units are 

loaded with world class printing machines & equipment's and shall do any kind of all over print 

designs up to 10 colors and 68 inches width. 

We are assuring 100% shade matching and all of our prints are meeting the International Quality & 

Testing standards.  All of our printing units are meeting the all International Sustainability and Social 

compliance standards., Also comply with the applicable legal, statutory and other environmental 

requirements and certified by the leading buyers in the global market.

We have our own Embroidery unit with 3 machines [ Barudan – 2 nos Tajima - 1 nos ] and also associated with the well reputed 

Embroidery and Hand work job work units in Tirupur. Embroidery unit posses advanced digitizing, own designing, sampling facility, 

High productivity and well-integrated and creative team with eagle eye on quality.

We are expert in all kinds of embroidery and value added works on garment like Sequence, Motif, Logo, Applique, Chenille, Boring & 

Cording, Stud , Stone applications etc.

We have our own Elastic manufacturing unit loaded with 

80 machines. We do all types of Name elastic, Jacquard, 

Design elastics etc. 

We are well known in the market for our outstanding 

quality. We possess high tech machinery and 

equipment's and a strong technical workforce which 

allow us to meet the global demand and challenges. 
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Our Cutting department is loaded with latest machineries and equipment's , also managed by well experienced technicians. 
Cutting room SOP’s were followed strictly to ensure our customer process and product quality. We are utilizing fabric at 
maximum efficiency level using CAD marker planning and also our best practices.

Lay Cutting Table 3 Nos 

Cutting Table

Straight knife

Band knife

Fusing Machine

Production capacity

14 Nos

3 Nos

3 Nos

4 Nos

30,000 pcs/day

Marker Planning

Fabric relaxation

Fabric spreading

Fabric cutting

Cut panel stickering

100% Cut panels checking

Sorting & Bundling

Input to Sewing department

Working Process of our Cutting Department :

It is a process that requires a high degree of dexterity and astute precision. To ensure this, we have a team of skilled personnel who 
work towards stitching perfection with 440 imported sewing machines. There are 22 production lines maintained as per the sewing 
room SOP’s , Industrial engineering concepts and best practices. 

Oil fired boilers provide steam at required temperatures for pressing and drying. The garment is then completely checked for 
Measurement & defects. Needle detector machines have been installed for 100% metal-free products. Packing is done with the 
utmost meticulousness. In-house stuffing is carried out with great care. Highest standards are complied with from expert packing 
to safe dispatch and delivery.

Product Analysis

Machine layout setup ; Line setup

Inline Quality check ; Line balancing

100% end line garment checking ; 

Input to finishing depatment

Working Process of our Sewing Department :

Ironing Vacuum Table 31  Nos 

Needle detector

Stain removing machine

Production capacity

3 Nos

3 Nos

30,000 pcs/day

Needle detection

Ironing

Inline Quality checking

100% Measurement & Presentation checking

Tagging

Assortment & Carton Packing

Pre-final inspection / Customers final inspection

Goods handover & Shipping

Working Process of our Finishing Department :

CUTTING

SEWING

FINISHING
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We have 600 sewing machines with 22000 
pcs/ day production capacity



Quality is the strongest pillar of GDN . Since its inception, GDN has kept a steady pace with the changing trends in garment 
production technology and the requirements of its buyers. That is the reason why it has been able to serve its buyers to their 
specification. It’s state-of-the-art in-house check parameters follow a 2-tier quality test system. This full proof check ensures 
that the best quality raw material is procured, and the flawless quality product sees the light of the day. Garments 
manufactured by GDN display a distinct quality and a lot of value addition. GDN offers its buyers consistent and uniform 
quality. The production process has online quality check points at every stage of garment production to ensure that. These 
check points are manned by seasoned QC professionals.

Fabrics sourced by GDN are very much reliable and have proper dimensional control, colour fastness, shrinkage control and 
uniform quality dyeing. The fabrics undergo stringent checks before these area put to use to ensure good quality product. At 
GDN, we use Hi-tech machines to improve quality and make our products cost effective, Multi skilled work force and high 
competent back room operations which makes the process well organized from start to finish.

QUALITY ASSURANCE

PRODUCTION CAPACITY

We pride ourselves on delivered quality and the fastest in terms of lead times out of India by always keeping high moral 
standards and conducting business with dignity according to the established rules and regulations.

GDN is a people company with highly motivated in technical staff. As a conscientious company, we constantly initiate to help 
our people attain the utmost of their professional and personal levels.

The regular workshops, seminars and learning session by leading industry professionals are just a few efforts to realigning the 
skills of our people in the current global scenario.

Our investment into an ever-expanding machinery list coupled with our 
commitment towards optimum efficiency enables us to obtain highest 
levels of productivity at minimum costs; a benefit which is eventually 
passed on to our customers.

We have deployed modern as well as sophisticated machines across all 
departments. The high speed imported machines ensure precision and 
efficiency. Our state of the art machinery helps us to produce garments 
on par with international standards. We do 6 lakh garments/month.

Competitive edge of GDN lies in its flawless quality and boundless innovations.

Leading-edge Technology

UNIT / DEPT CAPACITY / MONTH

Spinning

Knitting

Printting

Cutting

Sewing

Finishing

200 Tons

100 Tons

6 Lakh

6 Lakh

6 Lakh

6 Lakh
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GDN Transport company DN ROAD LINES was started in the year 2017 at Tirupur. The determination and dedicated efforts to 
provide the best service by road efficiently & economically made them successful in the years ahead. The fastest service and personal 
attention to every need has earned a Name in the market. The continued supports of our clients give confidence to start M/s GDN 

Transport Company DN ROAD LINES with additional value added services at a nominal rate and efficient execution to our ever 

increasing Client list. We have around 18 Trucks in Sizes 19-32 Feet with the loading capacity of 65 – 75 CBM. 

TRANSPORT

OUR PRODUCTS

Quick Delivery : Be Fast, Safe and on time delivery of goods is our first commitment to our customers. We 
are transporting your goods anything and anywhere in India. Truck Maintenance : We are maintaining 
trucks on good condition at all times. It will lead to providing the fast, safe and secure services.         
Introducing New vehicles : We are operating only new vehicles that having age of maximum 5 years.

We aim to provide satisfaction to our customers by providing speedy, efficient & safe logistics services in a 
cost effective manner. Our vision to be India’s most trusted Transport and Logistics Company. Thus, 
transporting business for the client becomes much more hassle-free for us while the benefits of which are 
ultimately enjoyed by our clients. Changing times and requirements have meant that a consignment never 
leaves our system till the final delivery is made at the door of the customers.

Our Mission

Our Vision

GDN offers supreme range of high quality knitted 
garments for men, women and children out of 100% 
conventional cotton, organic cotton, 
Cotton/Polyester/Viscose & Modal blends, 
Mélanges… We are expert in all kinds of knitted 
fabrics like Jersey, RIB, Interlock, Pique, Fleece, 
Elasthane fabrics, Velour, Waffle, Jacquard designs 
and Yarn dyed stripes …

Our expertise lies in developing products from 
'concept to fruition' and beyond. Our constant focus 
on innovation has helped us to emerge as a 
trendsetter in garment industry and be known 
worldwide for our unbeatable range of products.

KIDS WEAR : Vibrant, Sporty and comfortable 
clothing for children of all ages to have fun while they 
look good.

WOMENS WEAR : An impeccable array of clothing 
for the divas that rule at home and boardroom.

MENS WEAR : Wide collection of men’s wear tailored 
to suit the requisites of the style icons of today.

We do all types of Basics and high fashionable 
knitted garments per our customer needs and 
expectations at best possible price, Quality & Lead 
time.

BABY 
WEARS

25%

KIDS 
WEARS

25%
TEEN 

WEARS
20%

WOMENS 
WEARS

15%

MENS 
WEARS

15%
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Baby Wear Products

Teen Wear Products

Womens Wear Products

Mens Wear Products
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GDN prides itself in the huge network of relationships developed across world over period of years with its clients and the loyal 
staff that has worked diligently to form almost fault free systems to ensure the best in service as per client’s specifications. We believe 
in giving our clients value for their money.

Our Mission is to determine our pursuit towards newer innovations and mission-critical solutions. In order to do so, we shall keep on 
adapting ourselves with the technological improvements to be the first and foremost in meeting the buyers’ expectations.

With our experience and thorough understanding of global market, world’s best practices and production standards, In-house 
capabilities to meet shortest deadlines and fulfilling orders of magnitude. We can be your partner in redefining perfection.. 

Together we can,

Exceeds customer Satisfaction is our main Motto.

OUR CLIENTS
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